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COLLABORATIVE TEAMS THAT TRANSFORM SCHOOLS

Here are some of the amazing practices we saw in your science classroom,
which we want to incorporate into our own teaching: you purposely took
breaks in instruction to provide opportunities for student questions. Your
answers to student questions were clear, focused and easy to understand.
Using models such as “The fat cat ate the rat” to teach gene mutations was a
great idea. We were as fascinated as the students when you illustrated gene
mutations by changing letters in the sentence.

Instructional rounds at Wooden Primary School serve as powerful collaborative
ative
vehicles for sharing effective instructional practices across the entire teaching
hing staff.
At this school, year-level collaborative teams participate in instructional
onal rounds as a
team and observe teachers at other year levels. As the teams engage
age in instructi
instructional
rounds, they record their observations and thoughts on a speciﬁc
ﬁ form
orm that is
i based
on the school’s model of instruction. This form becomes the basis
sis for the d
debrieﬁng
ﬁ
conversation. The ﬁ
ﬁnal step in the process occurs when the year-level
year-lev teams meet
to debrief what they have observed in other classrooms and
nd how th
they might
incorporate new practices into their own work.

Enhancing Reﬂective Practice
ce
Another method for transforming teacher development
velopment is to use the PLC process to foster reflective practice.
Reflective practice involves deliberate engagement
gement in and reflection on one’s own work and abilities. When
applying reflective practice to teaching,
hing, we suggest a four-step process that is detailed in the book Becoming
a Reflective Teacher (Marzano, 2012):
2): (1) have a model of effective teaching, (2) set growth goals, (3) engage
in focused practice, and (4) receive
eive focused feedback. Teams of teachers can use this process either to work
on common goals as a team orr to support each other in working on individual goals.
In either case, the first step in the process
is to have a model of effective teaching, also known as a language
p
of instruction. By definition, a model
of effective teaching delineates those areas a teacher might focus on
m
for reflective practice.
ce. While some schools might use their teacher evaluation model or their instructional
framework for this purpose,
purpose this might not be the best option. Robert J. Marzano and Michael D. Toth (2013)
explained that many evaluation
models are designed to measure teachers’ overall effectiveness as opposed
e
to developing
veloping their
thei classroom practice. These are two different purposes and require different approaches.
Measurement can
ca be done by examining a teacher’s use of a relatively small set of instructional strategies and
their
eir direct eff
e ect on student learning. Development, on the other hand, requires an examination of a wide
array of instructional
strategies that allows a teacher to gradually improve their instructional prowess.
i
In
I chapter 5 (page 67), we provided a rudimentary discussion of our recommended language of instruction.
Here,
we address that model in more depth. Our recommended model for teacher development, which is
H
based on an updated version of The Art and Science of Teaching (Marzano, 2007), is depicted in figure 6.1 and
further exemplified in appendix D (page 143).
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Feedback
Providing and Communicating Clear
Learning Goals

Assessment

• Providing scales and rubrics

• Informal assessments of the whole class
clas

• Tracking student progress

• Formal assessments of individuall students

• Celebrating success

Content
Practising and
Deepening
Lessons

Direct Instruction
Lessons

Knowledge
Application
Lessons

Strateg
Strategies
That Appear in
All Types of Lessons

• Chunking content

• Structured

• Engaging students
tuden

• Previewing

• Processing

practice sessions
• Examining
similarities and
differences
• Examining errors
in reasoning

in cognitively
ively
complex
ex tasks
• Providing resources
resou
guidance
and guidan
Generating and
• Genera
defending
claims
efend

• Highlighting critical

content
• Recording and
representing
content

information
• Reviewing content
• Revising knowledge
• Reﬂecting on learning
• Purposeful homework
• Elaborating on information
• Organising students to

interact

Context
Rules and
Procedures

Engagement
• Noticing when students

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

are not engaged
ngaged and
reacting
Increasing
sing response
respon rates
ng physical movement
Using
Maintaining
Maintainin a lively pace
Demonstrating
intensity
Demons
and enthusiasm
e
Presenting unusual
information
Using friendly controversy
Using academic games
Providing opportunities
for students to talk about
themselves
Motivating and inspiring
students

• Establishing rules
•

•
•

•

and procedures
Organising the
physical layout of
the classroom
Demonstrating
withitness
Acknowledging
adherence to rules
and procedures
Acknowledging lack
of adherence to rules
and procedures

Relationships

Communicating
High Expectations

• Using verbal

• Demonstrating

and nonverbal
behaviours that
indicate affection
for students
• Understanding
students’
backgrounds and
interests
• Displaying
objectivity and
control

value and respect
for reluctant
learners
• Asking in-depth
questions of
reluctant learners
• Probing incorrect
answers with
reluctant learners

Figure 6.1: A model of effective instruction.
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Figure 6.1 contains three major sections: (1) feedback, (2) content, and (3) context. The categories in the
feedback section deal with clear goals and assessment relative to those goals. The categories in the content
section address the three different types of lessons discussed in chapter 5 (page 67): (1) direct instruction
lessons, (2) practising and deepening lessons, and (3) knowledge application lessons. This section also
ess
contains strategies that can appear in all three types of lessons. The categories in the context section address
ovide
engagement, rules and procedures, relationships and high expectations. Together these elements provide
students with an orderly and affirming environment for learning.
The 43 elements in this model each contain specific strategies, details about which can be found in the
Marzano Compendium of Instructional Strategies (available at marzanoresearch.com/compendium).
compend
Together the elements in the model encompass over three hundred specific instructional
strategies. To
uctional strateg
illustrate, consider the element titled Increasing Response Rates under the category of Engagem
Engagement, which
is in the context section. There are many instructional strategies a teacher can use to increase response rates,
such as wait time, random names, response chaining, voting techniques, and the like. In effect, the model is
designed as a resource any teacher can use to select areas on which to engage
ge in refl
reflecti
flective practice. Even the
most seasoned veteran should be able to find areas of challenge and exploration.
loratio
The second step in reflective practice is to set growth goals in relation
model of effective teaching; this
n to the m
step will vary slightly depending on whether teachers have individual
team goals. In both cases, teachers
ndividual or tea
should begin by performing self-audits of their abilities on each element
eleme of the model. Teachers can rate
themselves on the elements in appendix D (page 143) on a 0–4 scale,
scal as shown in table 6.2. When teachers
rate themselves on an element, they should be thinkingg in terms of a specific strategy or strategies for that
element.
Table 6.2: Reﬂ ective Practice Scale
4
Innovating

3
Applying
ng

2
Developing

1
Beginning

The teacher adapts or
creates new versions
of the strategy or
behaviour for unique
student needs and
situations.

The teacherr uses the
strategy
gy or behaviour
be
and monitors th
the
extent to which
wh
itt affects student
st
outcomes.
outcom

The teacher uses the
strategy or behaviour
but does so in a
somewhat mechanistic
way.

The teacher uses the
strategy or behaviour
incorrectly or with
parts missing.

0
Not Using
The teacher should
use the strategy or
behaviour but does
not.

Source: Adaptedd from Marzano,
2012, p. 37.
Marz

After
themselves on each element of the model, teachers who are setting goals individually can select
er rating them
one or more elements
on which they have rated themselves 0 or 1 (that is, Not Using or Beginning) and are
el
interested
reste in improving. In teams that are choosing common goals, each teacher should write the elements
on which
whic they rated a 0 or 1 on individual slips of paper or sticky notes. Then, the team should categorise
the sticky notes, grouping them by element or into related elements. If there are a few elements on which the
entire
team needs to improve, those would be obvious choices for team goals. Alternatively, the team can
en
vote. Each teacher would receive four stickers or other markers to indicate the elements on which they think
the team should work. The teachers can place these stickers however they like – even all four stickers on one
element, if it is particularly important. The element or group of related elements that receives the most votes
will be the team’s priority goal for the year.
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The third step in reflective practice is engaging in focused practice. While engaged in focused practice,
teachers keep trying a selected strategy, continually shaping their use of it. This will be a largely individual
endeavour whether the team is using individual or common goals. However, a team with common goals
might choose a particular element or a specific strategy within an element for everyone to try during the
same time period.
The fourth step of reflective practice is receiving focused feedback. Th is is fairly simple in a team wit
with
common goals. Members can observe each other (in person or on video), discuss strategies as a team aand
analyse student data as a team. One method for ensuring focused feedback is for each teacher
cher to have a goal
mentor within the team. For example, if a teacher’s goal is to improve his ability to notice
address when
ice and ad
students are not engaged, he would pair up with another teacher in the team who
ho (ideally) has a rating of 4
(innovating, the highest score) on the reflective practice scale. Th is goal mentorr would help provide focused
feedback to the teacher. Because all teachers have different strengths and weaknesses, eac
each teacher will ideally
be able to find a mentor within their team and also act as a mentor to others. Howe
However, it is possible that a
team might have no experts in a particular area and would then ask forr help from another
collaborative team.
a

Coaching Through Videos
In the book Becoming a Reflective Teacher,
r Marzano (2012)
(2012) stated:
state
To facilitate the growth process, a teacher
er needs feedback
fee
on his or her use of speciﬁc
ﬁ
instructional strategies and teacher behaviors
haviors rela
related to his or her growth goals. This
feedback can come from a variety of sources.
ources. One
ne powerful source is video data. (p. 15)

Collaborative teams should set a standing
ng agenda
agen
nda item
i
to give peer feedback for each member’s professional
growth goals using video recordings. Tea
Teams
ms shou
should consider a schedule in which each teacher knows when they
will be receiving focused feedback
back from
m the
th team regarding their selected instructional goals. Th
The teacher then
films one or two short segments
ents of them
themself teaching while using the specifi
fic instructional strategy identifi
fied
in their goals. The teacher re
reviews
ws their
thei own video segments individually and notes specifi
fic details about the
use of the strategy. During
ng the
t collaborative team meeting, team members view the same video and provide
focused feedback to the teacher
teacche on the relevant strategy.
y Ideally, each teacher would receive feedback from at
least one peer coaching
coach ng session
sessi during the course of each term.
Coaching iss even
e
more
mo powerful when a collaborative team identifies
fi one or more common strategies.
To illustrate,
rate, assume
assu the collaborative team has established a common growth goal around the element of
previewing
iewin
ing new content,
c
and members also decide to use a common strategy for previewing. Specifically,
fi
theyy plan to all use a K-W-L graphic organiser. As an agenda item for their collaborative team meetings, they
the
engagee in rreflective
fl
discussions about their experiences using the strategy in class. Through these discussions,
they sh
share ideas and make adjustments to their own personal practice based on feedback from the team. At
one point during the term, each team member video records themself using the K-W-L strategy. During a
on
collaborative team meeting, team members watch the videos and offer
ff focused feedback to each other in the
use of the common strategy.
The following vignettes depict how schools might engage in refl
flective practice.
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